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7.,$ Introduction» Conaider two linear differential р

iU,P wit-h ooeffieients depending oa x,i; tad put

ffioients of "p one may consider l*tx equation

лш a systen of partial differential equation* ол tho «o-

luaa of uadetmaiinate funotiona tc • (
t t V

)

J.M.Oelland and L,A.Diicii [l], Гг] have ehowa taab

oaa be written ia ta* fox* u + *• 3

where В i s a polynomial in * ; v ' t 9 Ы ; depaadiiig «ш

riz differential operator

where we pu« 1С -• я % - oo«ffxei«a« Ы £ tee

all j, inoludins j * * H . Thie OMlfaad - U&kil

operator В la Haailtonian ia the aenae thab

|£t В r | defiaes Poiaaon braoket» oa

•pact of polynomial» in u.*3) modulo exaou

•ativea. On* eaa find proof* aad «aotivfttiea* ia

She operator В arose as a result of oextaia oosaputa-

tloaa and the fact that it was HardltwLaa was eftdblished

ia [2], [3] by аеаяа of the dirtot eheok of the rJaoobi

idaatity or an aquivaleat stataiwnt.

Sue to the faot that coefficients of В eseplioitly de-

pead oa the unknown fuaotioas this oheoa was fAirly eonp-

Hoated and did not explain the actual rea«e&.



She oain objective of this paper consists in the demon-

stration that Gelfand-Dikli Hamlltonian structure is an *mlo~

gue of a very special class of finite-dimensional aympljc-

tic structures, namely, Kirillcv structures од the orbits

of the coadjoint representation of Lie groups. The lole of

the Lie group in question here is played by the group of

(formal) Tolterra operatox-s.

We remind Kirillov construction in n*2 and obtain Gel-

fand-Dikii operator in the new setting in n* 5, after the

introduction of Volterra groups and Vblterra-Lie algebras.

Then we give inn' 6 s new proof that В is Hamiltonian end

explain in a* *e 7,8 some formal i.«suits of [2] , [3] with

the help of our ,{?$тз te-dlmensional analogy. For simplicity )

we work everywhere with the case of scalar i4.'s<. The ge- •

narelizauion to the matrix setting of [2^ is straightfor-

ward.
t

We think that the main, interest of our observation lies (
i

in the possibility of an application of the ideology of "ge- !

ometrio quantisation" to Lax equations (see [7] )• See also

remarks at the end of this note.

I

After completion of this work we were informed that §

M. Adler obtained similar results. [

2. Kirillov construction. Here we will briefly review Kiri- %

llov construction, cf. [6J , [ ?] for further details. |

Let Gr be a connected Lie group, 471 its Lie |'

algebra, < 0
K
 the dual space of VI . Identify Ш with

 !
:

the tangent space to & at identity. The differential of \

the action tr : G-»(» , Г (ac)« %*%'* is called thr I

adjoint representation of & on. 4Й and the dual action



.*>of б on <X i s called the coadjoint representation. Так©

a point St€ Ф * and denote $1 i t s G -orbit. As G

is transitive on Л each element %ёЩ defines a

vector field ̂  ю fi . The map X ' * »* • is the

homomoprphism of ^ into the Lie algebra of vector fields

on Sh . Its image generates the whole Lie algebra of vec-

tor fields. Kirillov syarplectic form » on SI is well de-

fined by the formula

She corresponding ;.; symplectic structure on Si, can

be uniquely characterized also by tho following propert/"y.

Eve^y element X^"^ defines a function H on. Л :

H (Л)- («>Х). 5Ь.е vector field О is Hamii-( ) ( > )

cori'espondiiag to the Hamiltonian Ĥ . »

We will also need the following generalization of tiaie

result. Consider a smooth map Ф.-Л.-* Щ. and con-

struct the vector field \' \
u
= ^

ф(и
^и.

 w h e r e
 \

л

means the value of ^ at the point it. If Ф is

a constant map of SZ to the point X £ Щ >

*>ф - *^
x
 • If Ф is the restriction on Sh

of a linear map -VI * -* irf , we obtain generalized Eul«&>

flows.

So underataad commutation rule of fields *d take
Ф

a basis {««,-•-,«»} of the Lie algebra -01 and

v
r
V

2
V ^

С
Ч

\« > V ]
( a )

V
s

V
t
r
.



I

We can look at the field 9, as a vector in W

я» •

"rotatxng" as a function of the variable point it£&- Then

last two sums in (3) reflect tb? effect of this rotation.

3« Volterra group. In the following wf will consider diffe-

rent differential ringi. 3b - Such a ring is an algebra

over a field в of characteristic zero endowed with a de-

,.. rivation Э .•£-•>& .If X 6 ^ we write X ^ in-

fj stead of 9*X A family of elements / «^ f i 6 J }

of Js> is called differentially independent o.er a su-

bring ^ « J ^ iff the family ^ и^>> | if J,/^ 0} i&

algebraically independent over 0&
e
 . Main examples are:

a) tffluoth functions on R sufficiently quickly tending to ze-

ro at infinity ,*&= -
 3
 Ъ) Ф

л
= ^ Lu/" J

 f
 6ii±it, j* b ; м

4

differentially independent over «. { c) 38 = lin &
ж
 rela-

tive to morphiams УЪ-пц ~*^n. napping all ч '^jj*0

to zero. This last ring is convenient for tinting infinite

sums like Л « , )(, .
f-0

 l
 ' •

• If % is a differential ring, 35 ((^* J) means

the ring of formal Laurent series 21 X - Ж with a

finite number of positive terms. There are two derivations

on Ml'*) t <3 =Ъ/ЪЦ and Qr2X^" £«
____ Using them one may define a new multipli-

cation on 2 C"5 j) which is called symbol multiplied-

tion: a» 4 * 2 ~ Э ^ «- *Э*6~ Э ^ «- Э 6 . It is biadditive and
tt*0 «* 3 ,

associative and so defines on 38 ((£ ); a new ring stru-

cture. All series with invertible first coefficent are in-



verfcible in thi.s structure. Hence we may consider the group

under the ayabol multiplication which we will call a (formal)

Volt er IB. group.

' See (У\ «r \p\ for Motivations .

v] 4. Yoltarrg-Ide alga&ra. Using the bilinear part of Volte-

_•! rra group low in a standard way we can construct the Lie

,£ algebra ^fPJ s j2(-i) X. % j X ^ J i j
] / ; with the brackets aeb - baa in J i f i^ 'O) • I* wil l be

|| convenJ.ent to represent elements of V\ (&) by infinite

I columns of their coefficients X = fXe.X t> ••• ) f ^> • * e

••:'.| will denote the conautator of such columns I X ° 7 j • ?rom

|j the definition of symbol multiplication we easily got the

У;-* explicit fornul&t

5J
 Linear fanctionals on Щ(Ы . If Х . У ^ ^ are twe

columns we pvit Х*У~ IZ X >Y/ f ^ • She sum i s defined i f
i-o *

one of columns is finite (that is alaost all of Х Л are

j zero) or if 3o is endowed with a topology in which the

series converges.

We denote the map 5o ""•• &/$J» by f .In the-

se notations a convenient substitute of a linear functional

on a Lie algebra in finite dimensional theory is the map

... ) eJ6 i s a coluan.



Now we can state our mala observation*

Theorem. For all X, Y * we have

where £f is the Gelf and-3ikii ̂ oparatqr (1).

Proof. In view of (4)

г

The sum of first terms is eqi al to X ( £ В $ )Y.

Integrating the sum of sacond terms by parts we

-J2

s о

finishes the proo'.

Loosely speaking, the theorem meanс that Gelfand-Dikii

operator 3 is 'the matrix of the Kirillov form on the

orbit of u in the eoadjjoint representation of G(Sd) cf. (2).

6
0
 Gelfand-Dikil operator is hamiltonian. Using the theorem

we can now give a conceptual proof of the fact that £> is

hamiitonian. The definition of this property motivated by

an analogy with finite dimensional case was given in Chap-

ter 1, § 7 of [2i or in § 1 of [4) . Its checking was

then reduced to an identify, stated in the proposition £.4

of Chapter 1, [з'\ or in Lemma 1.4, {*) and essentially

8



reproduced below (10). la these articles and In Gelfand-

Mkii'e paper [2l this identity was thea proTed by a crude

computation involving a lot of binoniel coefficients. How

in finite dimensional ease one only must verify that Jgioobi

identity in 4Я implies that Kirillov for» ia dosed.

To imitate this proo" we first write the foraula

Using (5) we can rewrite the l.h.3» of (6) as

Bow in notations of Proposition 8.4 3 and with the

help of (4) we can rewrite ГХ*У]
 a s

?? У
Here X* ~:* Y

( 3 >
 is *be column in B*° with the

elebient X ^i Y
4
' in the i-th place. So the

l.h.s. of (6) is

whieh ia just the l.h.s. of the identity (23) in Proposition

8.4 Зи with j Z added. Integrating by parts we will

now similarly rewrite the r.h.s. of (6):

- f гг

^ x ^

9



. I Z*(g ̂  X «- нМ*#Х) BY (9)
Here, for eacample, cv"^ i s b h e l i n e o f m a t r i e e s

on t-th place and Z* ^H X '*> is

line of elements of 3£ with Z ' ^ A ^ <m
*****

•£-th place» Now one easily convinces oneself that the part

, of the last expression in (9) standing after J z * is

just the first terra of the r.h.s. of the identity (33) in

Proposition 8.4, Г?! in slightly different notation* the

; second term being bar. same expression with X, X intercom-

I tiged, just ae in (6
%
. So we are twduced to proving that if

j j* Z^U -0 then tl = 0 . But we сал apply (6) in

j an arbitrary differential ring. In particular we can take

I Z s ( Z. j Z
o
. . . ) where Z^ are differentially indepen-

! dent over the initial riiig, containing components of a,

| X, X. In this case it is evident that Z. * tt € Г*я ̂

| ixtpliee tt = o. This finishes the proof.

To proceed further we write down the identity we

ved in the complete fornu

We remind that it was devised as a formal intermudiatb step

in the former proof that operator В is hamiltonian and

reproved in this section in a more conceptual way. Now we

will show that it has a nice meaning in Itself being the

formal counter part of the fact that in finite dimensional

case there is the natural morphiam of a Lie algebra Щ

iato the Lie algebra of vector fields on an orbit of its

ooadjoini; representation.

10



7* Action of Aft (R) on functional*? of 5. Here we take

^o,**!, ••• differentially independent over 3 and

put Ъ - Jbl"U^
3)
] or the corresponding completion

of this algebra in the case «*
 ж
(

r
u
Oi
u^

i
 .. }* ie actua-

lly infinite.

We will consider the Lie algebra ^01 of continuous

derivations of & , commuting with *J and trivial on

Jb . This is the formal analogue of the Lie algebra of

vector fields on the orbit of the functional on ^(Я) ,

represented by u. There is a natural bisection of Щ with

a subset of JJ * *he coluom F = (K.F-, ... ) * f Jb

corresponds to the derivation 9 •• J3> -»Ji sending tt.

t* F. « ^ г« F.
As operator ,& is formally antiself^.adjoint, we сел

rewrite (5) in the form

j йЧХ-YJ- -J(BX)V
An analogy with finite dimensional case then suggests that

the шар

should be the morphism of Lie algebras, that is as

This is actually true. In fact, it is sufficient to verify

that both parts of (II) act in the ваше way on u. Sow

^
B r
 *

 e
 В tX»V] which is the l.h.a, of (10).

Furthermore

Го show that r.h.s. of (12) coincides with the r.h.e. of

II



(10) we note first fchat Ъ. аге linear in u-'s sad

=0 «I* follows tba*

,i * с
 r
 _ _̂_ __

•
 4 ft

(10) is e^aivalsnt; to (12)«

^^ Sslfaad - Dikii Lie alsobra» Our last observation con-

cerns the theorem 1 of Gslfand-Dilcii paper [2"i о То state

this thtoi-еи we dsaote 'B ~ it [ts-
f3 ) | зг the corres-

poadirig completion of this algebra In the case п * (v0 vr \T

i s infinite» Then denote b y l B ^ J a a subset or polynomials

without; linear tozms and introduce on Jbo tue bracket

L i 1 У̂ aisacs of the foimula

(V?e have changed ths sign of Gelfazid-Dikii bracteto to con

fczffl witli Г11) )c OThen in ous? notation Gelfaud-Bikii show

vhat if [ P j ^ ] f e s N , than

this case differs from the ода considered iu ohs pre-

vious г̂° in that vector field "^
a c
 on the oroit of

1 is ths images of the vector f £ Щ (fo) varying with

tiie point of the orbit. So we aust compare (14) with the

dimensional formula (5) and a glance shows th&ir

12



essential identity.

9. Final remarks. There are several directions of research

which are naturally suggested by oar observation. Иге* of

all we remark that we are working essentially with a speci-

fic formal differential group law (or even differential lie

algebra law), that of Volterra. On* couid try to generalize

this construction to arbitrary differential groups. Their

theory was conceived by J.F.Eitt [$3-[i1"i and recently

reconsidered by B.Weisfeiler \_12"3 . Unlike the highly deve-

loped theory of formal Lie groups this theory was largely

neglected, partly because of the lack of natural examples

and applications. We hope that our observation will give a

new Impetus to this beautiful domain. In particular, one maj

hope to find in this way an explanation of another Hauilto-

nian operator, that of Benney, \_3\» {.^\ which still remaiss

mysterious. This point of view might also point a way to a.

generalization of Lax theory on higher dimensional case,

using algebraic versions of pseudo differential operator

groups.

Turning to the more analytic and less algebraic direc-

tion one might remark that there is no such thing as "the"

Volterra group in analysis. In the space of Tolterra opera-

tors with,say, generalized kernels supported in the upper

diagonal half plane there are different chunks closed under

multiplication and inversion and depending also on the tost

space on which these operators act. We think that our treat-

ment of the formal Tolterra group should be applicable to

these ooncrete operator groups mutatis mutandis. On» can



hope to explain in this way some known connect loan bt-irean

Lax partial differential equations and ordinary differenti-

al equations describing lattice models.

Finally, we would like to mention, that the role of

the Voltera's operators was constantly «tressed by A.B.

Schab&t. More attentive reading of this works could have

resulted is earlier understanding o* the situation.

J I-

14
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